Introduction, A super-reflexive Banach space is defined to be a Banach space B which has the property that no non-reflexive Banach space is finitely representable in B. Super-reflexivity is invariant under isomorphisms; a Banach space B is super-reflexive if and only if J3* is super-reflexive. This concept has many equivalent formulations, some of which have been studied previously. For example, two necessary and sufficient conditions for superreflexivity are: (i) There exist positive numbers 8 < ^, A, and r such that 1 < r < oo and A\J^ \(ii\ r ] 1/r ^ ||£ a i e t\\ f°r every normalized basic sequence {et) with criard} ^ 8 and all numbers {a^ ; (ii) There exist positive numbers 8 < \, B, and s such that 1 < 5 < oo and ||L a t ei\\ ^ B[£ k*IT /r for every normalized basic sequence {e t } with char{e*} ^ 8 and all numbers {&*}. Definition 1. A normed linear space X being finitely representable in a normed linear space F means that, for each finite-dimensional subspace X n of X and each number X > 1, there is an isomorphism T n of X n into F for which A^INI ^ ||r n (*)|| s \\\x\\ if x G x,.
Definition 2. A normed linear space X being crudely finitely representable in a normed linear space F means that there is a number X > 1 such that, for each finite-dimensional subspace X n of X, there is an isomorphism T n of X n into F for which \~l\\x\\ S \\T n {x)\\ S \\\x\\ if x e X n . Definition 3. A super-reflexive Banach space is a Banach space B which has the property that no non-reflexive Banach space is finitely representable in B.
It follows directly from known facts that a Banach space is super-reflexive if it is isomorphic to a Banach space that is uniformly non-square [3, Lemma C] . Clearly, all super-reflexive spaces are reflexive. The next theorem will enable us to prove easily that super-reflexivity is isomorphically invariant. THEOREM 
A Banach space B is super-reflexive if and only if no non-reflexive Banach space is crudely finitely representable in B.
Proof. Clearly, a Banach space B is super-reflexive if no non-reflexive Banach space is crudely finitely representable in B. We must show that if a non-reflexive space X is crudely finitely representable in B, then there is a non-reflexive space Y that is finitely representable in B. Since X is nonreflexive, there is an e > 0 and a sequence {x n } in the unit ball of X such that dist(conv{xi, . . . ,x k \, conv{^+i, ...})> e for every k ^ 1 [2, Theorem 7, p. 114]. Let X > 1 be a number such that, for each n, there is an isomorphism T n of linjxi, . . . , x n ) into B with
Now the procedure used in the proof of Lemma B in [3] gives a space Y that is finitely representable in B and is non-reflexive by virtue of having a sequence {rj n } for which \\rj n \\ ^ 1 and, for every k ^ 1,
THEOREM 2. Super-reflexivity is invariant under isomorphisms. A Banach space B is super-reflexive if and only if B* is super-reflexive.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 1 that super-reflexivity is invariant under isomorphisms. Now suppose that X is non-reflexive and finitely representable in B. Since X* is non-reflexive, there is an e > 0 and a sequence of linear functionals {f n } in the unit ball of X* for which dist(conv{/i, ...,/*}, conv{/*+i, ...})> e if k è 1.
For a positive integer n and a finite-dimensional subspace X v of X> let T map X v into B as described in Definition 1. Define <t> k n for k ^ n by letting <j> k n [T{x)] = /*(#) if x Ç X p , and then extending <f> k to all of B. If X p is chosen suitably and X is close enough to 1, then H^H < 2 and Conversely, suppose Y is non-reflexive and finitely representable in B*. As in the proof of Theorem 1, it then follows that there is an e > 0 such that, for every positive integer n, there is a subset {4>i n , . . . , <£/} of the unit ball of B* for which (1) is satisfied. The procedure of [3, Lemma B] then gives a space X that is finitely representable in B and is non-reflexive by virtue of there being a bounded sequence of linear functionals {f n } in X* for which dist(conv{/i, . . . ,/*}, conv{/*+i, . . . }) è e if i ^ 1.
The next two lemmas are needed to develop some characterizations of reflexivity that will be useful in establishing characterizations of superreflexivity. It is known that every non-reflexive Banach space has an infinitedimensional subspace with a non-shrinking basis and an infinite-dimensional subspace with a basis that is not boundedly complete [5, p. 374; 6, p. 362]. We shall need quantitative measures of how "good" these bases can be, as described by means of the characteristic of the basis. This is given by Lemmas 1 and 2. The proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 are similar to the argument on pages 116-117 of [2] , but these lemmas give more information. In fact, Lemma 2 is a combination of (31) and (35) in [2] .
It is known that a sequence {xi} in a Banach space is a basis for its closed linear span if and only if there is a positive number e such that 
and, for all positive integers n and p and all numbers {a t },
11 £ï<*«*«+ Effi*i(*<-*^i)ll è WIZW*||.
Proof. Let 6 and e satisfy 0 < 6 < 1 and 0 < e < 1. Let F be a member of B** for which \\F\\ < land distCF,£ c ) > max{0, 6*}, where 5 C is the canonical image of B in JB**. We shall show that a sequence {(Zn, g n , H n )} can be chosen inductively so that z n G B, g n Ç £*, {iJ TC } is an increasing sequence of finite sets of linear functionals with B as their domains, and:
(a) \\z n \\ < 1, \\g n \\ < 1; (b) F(g n ) = B for all n; (c) gzfe) = 6iîi Sj and £,(*,) = 0 if i > j; (d) ||À|| < 3e-^ and F (A) = h(z t ) ii h £ H n and i è n; (e) if s G lin{Si, . . . , z n }, then there is an h in H n with |A(s)| ^ <^||;s||. Since ||F|| > 0, we can choose gi so that ||gi|| < 1 and F(gi) = 6. Then ||gi|| > 6 and we can choose zi so that gi(si) = 0 and ||zi|| < 1. Let i?i contain a single member chosen by the procedure described below for determining H p+ \. Suppose that (z u g u Hi) have been chosen to satisfy (a)-(e) when i tk Pi where p ^ 1. Then g p+1 must satisfy 
For the last two of these conditions, Helly's condition (i) becomes 
llZr^H ^ §€||X>^||.
Proof. Let 0 and e satisfy 0 < 0 < 1 and 0 < e < 1. Let F be a member of B** for which ||F|| < 1 and
where B c is the canonical image of B in i3**. We shall show that a sequence { (X, gn> -^w)} can be chosen inductively so that z n £ B, g n £ B*, {H n } is an increasing sequence of finite sets of linear functionals with B as their domains, and:
(a) \\z n \\ < 1, \\g n \\ < 1; 
0-sup{|£?a«| :k^n] S ||£ïa<**||.
(V) For all 6 such that 0 < 6 < 1, there is a sequence {x n \ in B such that, for every sequence of numbers {a t } for which X)T a t Xi is convergent and a t ->0, Let us now show that (IV) implies (V). To do this, let {z n } and 6 be as described in (IV). Let Xi = Z\ and x t = z t -Zi-i if i > 1. Then J]T a t Xi = £T(a< -a i+ i)z t , so that (7) and \\z t \\ ^ 1 imply (8).
To complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that B is non-reflexive if (I), (III) or (V) is satisfied (note that the following arguments use only the existence of positive numbers 6 and e as described in (I)-(V), rather than the possibility of using arbitrary 6 and e in the interval (0,1)). If (I) or (III) is satisfied, then a subspace of B has a basis that is not boundedly complete or is not shrinking, so that B is not reflexive [1, Theorem 3, p. 71 ]. Now suppose 6 and \x n ) are as described in (V). For each n, let Proof. Observe first that if a Banach space B is not super-reflexive, then there is a non-reflexive space X that is finitely representable in B. The fact that X has each of properties (I)-(V) of Theorem 3 implies that B has each of properties (i)-(v). The proof that each of (i)-(v) implies there is a nonreflexive space X that is finitely representable in B is essentially the same as a known process that will not be repeated here (see the proof of Lemma B in [3] ). This completes the proof of (i)-(v). It is known that (vi) is implied by super-reflexivity [4, Theorem 4] . Clearly (vi) implies both (vii) and (viii). Let us suppose that B is not super-reflexive, but that (vii) is satisfied. For 3, A and r as described in (vii), choose e and n so that <5 < e < 1 and
For this e and for 6 = 3, choose { described in (i). Since jxi, . . . , ocfii can be extended to a basic sequence with characteristic greater than \h, (9) gives the contradiction: n 1/T sA ^[£îlNn 1/r^ II2>>II <i.
Similarly, if B is not super-reflexive, but (viii) is satisfied, choose e and n so that 3 < e < 1 and On > Bn 1/S .
For this e and for 6 = 3, choose {zi, . . . , z n ] as described in (iii). Since {zij . . . , z n ) can be extended to a basic sequence with characteristic greater than \8, (10) gives the contradiction 
